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Reducing delivery costs and providing a 24/7 pick-up for customers
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The delivery cost is regarded today as one of the biggest revenue 
diminishing problem, especially for those sellers who sell their 
products or services online.

Just retailers in UK alone are losing over 300 mio. Eur a year to 
deliver goods to customer’s doorsteps. Without even counting in the 
re-deliveries. On the other hand, almost a half  (44%) of web 
purchases in the US is left hanging in e-baskets due to “too high” 
delivery cost.

The Metra delivery & pick-up solution is an electronic locking system, 
designed specically to automate delivery and pickup processes. It 
can be used with grocery, parcel, company mail, dry cleaning or 
other retail or business purpose lockers.
No need anymore for the usual time and money consuming 
“to doorstep” delivery.

Beside that, Metra delivery & pick up solution can signicantly 
optimize / reduce inner or outer delivery and pickup process 
regarding delivery costs, delivery errors, delivery staff, warehouse 
clutter, etc..

REDUCE COSTS
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Delivery costs are regarded today as one of the leading  
revenue reducing considerations, especially for products or 
services sold online.

UK retailers are losing over €300 million per year delivering 
goods to customer’s doorsteps. Add to that the cost of re-
deliveries. Meanwhile US retailers are recording that 44% of web 
purchases are cancelled due to customers thinking the delivery 
costs are too high.

METRA offers an electronic locking system, designed specifically 
to automate delivery and pick-up processes. Our delivery & 
pick-up solution can be used for groceries, parcels, company 
mail, dry cleaning or other retail or business purpose lockers. 

Our solution aims to save time and money compared ‘to 
doorstep’ delivery.

METRA delivery & pick-up solution can significantly optimise 
and reduce associated running costs such as; delivery, staffing, 
and warehousing.

https://vimeo.com/157128925
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WEB SHOP DELIVERY & PICKUP PROCESS

The Metra delivery & pickup locking solution enables an instant SMS 
or email notication to a parcel recipient, and an easy, secure and 
also a discrete 24/7 pickup. Delivered items securely wait for
a recipient to pick them up when it suits him/her best. 

RFID media (employee card), QR code and PIN code can be used as a 
locker key. If lockers are located in locked premises, an RFID media 
or PIN code is also be used as a door key. 

Packages that are left in the lockers longer than a certain time,  can 
be collected with a special RFID Master key.

24/7/365 PICKUP

COMPANY MAIL DELIVERY & PICKUP PROCESS
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24/7/365 PICKUP

METRA delivery & pick-up solution sends an instant SMS or 
email to notify a recipient when their package is available for 
easy, secure and discrete 24/7 pick-up. 

RFID media (employee card), QR code and PIN code can be used 
as a locker key. If lockers are located in locked premises an RFID 
media or PIN code is also be used as a door key.

Packages left in the lockers over a specific time period, can be 
collected with a special RFID Master key.

ONLINE SHOPPING DELIVERY & PICK-UP PROCESS

COMPANY MAIL DELIVERY & PICK-UP PROCESS
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The Metra delivery & pickup is provided as a partial, integrable 
or as a complete solution (depending on customer’s needs and
IT resources).

THIRD PARTY INTEGRATION

Partial integration means Metra delivery locking components are
integrable with a third party software with advanced delivery 
management options and pickup communication.
Such software is provided and integrated by the customer himself.

COMPLETE SOLUTION

Complete Metra delivery & pickup solution provides a complete 
locking platform in combination with a Metra delivery software 
which offers usual delivery and communication options. 

This solution is suitable for companies and organizations which do
not need addvanced or additional delivery and pickup functionalities 
for their solution.

INTEGRATION OPTIONS

INTEGRATION OPTIONS

METRA delivery & pick-up solution is offered as a partial 
integration or a complete solution, depending on your needs and 
IT resources.

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATION
Partial integration means METRA delivery locking components 
can be integrated with third-party software with advanced 
delivery management options and pick-up communication.

COMPLETE SOLUTION
A complete METRA delivery & pick-up solution provides a 
comprehensive locking platform in combination with METRA 
delivery software, offering delivery and communication options.

A complete solution suits companies and organisations that do 
not need advanced or additional delivery and pick-up 
functionalities for their solution.
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Metra delivery software provides following security features
for delivery locker usage:

       Master keys that opens any locker or group of lockers
       (can be defined in the Metra delivery software)

       Remote opening of any locker by Administrator

       Alarm in case of locker brake-in attempt

       Data logging of all events (locking, unlocking, alarm, etc.) 
       for each locker

Metra access control can be added to solution to provide a 
higher security of locker access. It means only users with received
package or assigned locker can access locker area or locker room. 

Once the package is collected or the locker cancelled, the access 
rights for that particualr user are also cancelled.

SECURITY FEATURES
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METRA delivery software provides the following security 
features for delivery locker usage:

•   Master keys that open any locker or group of lockers  
(options can be defined in the METRA delivery software).

•   Remote opening of any locker by Administrator.

•   Alarm for attempted locker break-in.

•   Data logging of all events (locking, unlocking and alarm)  
for each individual locker.

METRA Access Control can be added to provide increased 
security for locker access. Access Control only allows users with 
received package or assigned locker details to access locker area 
or locker room.

Once a package is collected or the locker cancelled, access  
rights for that particular user are also cancelled.
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